A Joint Webinar by the AMR Declaration Trust & APUA (Alliance for the Prudent Use of Antibiotics)

BEYOND THE PILL

TRANSFORMATIVE APPROACHES TO COMBAT ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE

Registration Link:
https://accurateinfo.live/amrdeclaration
BEYOND THE PILL

**PANELLISTS**

- **HEIMAN WERTHEIM**
  Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands

- **PIERRE TATTEVIN**
  Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Rennes, CHU Rennes, France

- **DR V R YAMUNADEVI**
  Infection Control Consultant, Apollo Hospital, Chennai

- **GABRIEL LEVY-HARA**
  Hospital Durand, Buenos Aires, Argentina

- **DR VASANT NAGVEKAR**
  ID Consultant HN Reliance Foundation

- **DR OC ABRAHAM**
  Prof of Medicine, CMC Vellore
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